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E,ighty years.ago (1916) Langmuir proposed a model of adsorption whose results 
are' yet used' effectively for interpreting the data on sorption. Langmuir postulated that 
a) the adsorption heat of a molecule adsorbed by an active center is constant and 
b) the adsorption can occur only on a free active center. 

So,'the "Langmuir adsorption" is a multilayer adsorption. However, experiments on 
adsorption, both on chemisorption [l] and physical adsorption, offer evidence of it 
being a monolayer adsorption; Though isotherms of adsorption are frequently of the 
Langmuir nature (chemisorption, physical adsorption on zeolites [2], polymolecular 
adsorption on a large class of compounds [3]), they are used for describing real open 
systems "adsorbate-adsorbent". The Langmuir model was corrected when 
assumptions a) and b) were neglected. It has long been shown that the dependence of 
the heat of adsorption on the covering 0 can be caused either by adsorption centers 
being non-equivalent (inhomogeneity of a surface) or by interaction in an adsorbate if 
we have a carefully prepared surface: annealing, high vacuum, cleaning by total 
bombardment. For real surfaces, both the types of dependences are to be taken into 
account. In this connection we mention studies by Temkin [l] on chemisorption in 
which consistent account was taken of the inhomogeneity of a catalyst surface. 
Brunaner, Emmett and Teller in their studies on polymolecular physical adsorption [4] 
retained the Langmuir assumptions. The Langmuir model assumes that when the 
monolayer is filled and a two~dimensional layer of adatoms arises with a maximally 
dense packing, its structure is dictated by the crystallographic structure ofa face of the 
backing (d = 2, z = 3, 4, 6, d is the dimension and z is the number of nearest 
neighbors) and the adsorption is completed. If filling of lcm2 by a monomolecular 

layer requires u O particles and the number of really adsorbed particles equals u , the 

surface can accept ( u - u O) particles. Consequently, nu I u O particles of n particles 

colliding with the surface return to the gas phase. 1 = er I u O active centers can be 

adsorbed. 
Since, according to kinetic theory, per 1 cm2 n particles kept during the time -r [3] 

are falling, then 
O' = n-r, 

and 
u O' 0 n T 

u = n(l - -)-r; u = --=--
u O l+u0n-r 

It is more convenient to deal with the covering 0: 

e=.!!_= n-r/u0 = K.p , 
<1'0 l+h-r/u0 l+K.p 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 



where 

K = N, = NT0 exp(Q/RT) 

• ../2nMRT ,J2nMR'P•a0 

is, the coefficient of adsorption in_ the kinetic approach; Q0 is, .the heat_ of adsorption 

(see,below). When K~p << 1, ..;.e arrive. ~t the Henry-isotherm 0 = I(,,p·, Adatoms in 
the Langmuir approach are fixed at regularly placed centers ofa two-dimensional 
lattice. A dynamic equilibrium is·set in and there is no motion on·the surface. Though 
the ·surface mobility is important and the heat of adsorption, changes the covering, 
formula (3) describes a large class of experiments, (experimentally; other types of 
isotherms are obtained, as well) [5, 7] and considers the modification of the Langmuir 
isotherm owing to the interaction in an adsorbate. · · 
' The course of studies (1968-1997) was based on the quantum~statistical model of 
sorption that assumed the structure of active centers being regular for an open-system 
"adsorbate-adsorbent"· with interaction of Z nearest neighbors,. The ·.model 
Hamiltonian of a system of that type is given by the formula · · 

'::1 

.• ; 1 · ••. 
, H =-v~n1 - 2c}>1ng, , !11_=0, 1, ·. (1) 

:wliere if, g) are coordinates of active centers; & is the interaction of adatoms; 

'. /= :,,z;.· ( ap) 1/• ; n 'is the dissociation_ coefficient: A. ➔ n[ A]'. ' The whole 

.thermodynamics is defined by_ <n1 >=0 _and tµe <n1 ng :>aver~ging;runs over 

H(4); 'and < -1 >= s; A exp-PH ts pe-f]H • For physical 'adsorption to be considered 

be'io~, . n = 1;, p, is the, equilibrium p~ess{u-e in an adsorbat~;- a = J; (P_) 0 /j O (p),cT 
. - , . . . . , . ' 

is the adsorption coefficient; j
0 
(P) is, the statistical sum of adatoms; j

0 
(P) is the 

statistical sum of_ molecules in the gas phase .. This approach can also be applied to 
adsorption,frmp a solution [2, 5]. I(a solute is adsorbed; the chemical potential of an 
adsorbent µ

0 
sh~uld be equated fo µ 0 = @1 (p,T) + ,cTlnx,. In adsorption 6f a 

solvent· µ 0• = µi (p,T) + ,cTlnx0., x0 + x, =), ~; (/ = 0, S) is copcentratio~ . of a 
solvent and a solute. · · . ·, . 

Here we will consider adsorption from the gas phase. In this approach, & is set to 
be a constant independent of the covering* and can be determined from the total drop 
of isosteric heat of adsorption q(0) by the formula [I] 

Z&N ... = q(0 ➔ 1)-q(0 ➔ 0). (5) 

(We made use of the Clausius-Clapeyron 'formula.) For the values we mentioned 
above formula (5) gives: & ~ 0 describes physical adsorption and & < 0 describes the 

*This fact was established through analyzing & at different concentrations of solvents. 
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chemisorption. (Sometimes physical sorption is characterized by a weak repulsion, 
which occurs for a considerable overlapping of wave functions of neighboring 
adatoms [6d].) 

A detailed analysis was given for behavior of experimentally measured 
characteristics of chemisorption and physical adsorption (isotherms, heat, rates of 
adsorption and desorption, etc.). Besides quantum-statistical characteristics of 
molecules in the gas phase, experimental data on drops of heats of adsorption, the 
contribution of an electron system to equilibrium characteristics, the characteristics of 
an activated complex of sorption, and the influence of the electron system on its 
energy were used for the complete description. 

For physical sorption, the contribution of the electron system is negligible and 
experimental observables are the drops of heats of adsorption at a complete covering 
determining interaction and renormalizing T • (As for polymolecular adsorption, see 
below.) 

In particular, for a monolaye~ covering, the formula 

0 
= _ap_ex_p_p_zc_0_ 
· l+apexpp z& 0' 

a =I ja(P) 
• jq(P)KT 

(6) 

was obtained in the self-consistent-field approximation [6a,b]. When s = 0, (6) 
transforms into the Langmuir isotherm (3); the structure nT/0-0 coincides with the 

expression derived by statistical methods [9] with the change Q ➔ AQ; in ref. [9] 

detailed expressions can be found for j. (P) and j O (P), 
So, the interaction being included into an adsorbate changes the exponential factor 

in T as follows: 

p zs0 
T ➔ f = T0 exp(--)= T0 exp(p AQ·0)/ RT. 

RT 
(7) 

We made here use. of (5) and NA ·KT= RT. So, intoT given by (7) (0 = 1 
describes fast adsorption) we should substitute the total drop of adsorption heat rather 
than the heat of adsorption and energy adsorption used in ref. [3]. It is interesting that 
the inclusion of interaction at low energies s ➔ Z&N A = AQ results in the equation 
for 0 

0 = K.pexp(p ZS 0) (8) 

that is different from the Henry equation. In what follows we replace the factor 
obtained in our model, ap, by K.p, which slightly changes the factor of exponential 
but simplifies computer calculations and does not require additional statistical
mechanical calculations of j

0
(P),j0 (P). For chemisorption, our isotherms of a large 
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class of adsorbent, systems with /:lQ = 30 -100 kcaVmole · gave the Langmuir-type 

isotherms on the whole interval of 0 : 0 ~ 0 ~ 1, i.e. we obtained th~ function 0 

convex over the axis k with the saturation as /Jzl0 ➔ ro and as ap ➔ ro, · 0 ➔ 1. 

Physical adsorption with c > 0 at small ap exp /Jzl0 is characterized by a linear 
behavior with a specific loop of attraction (condensation) [2,3]. . 

Physically, this modification is quite clear: since as a rule for physical adsorption 
c ~ 0 (butsometimes the case c ~ 0 may happen); adatoms should overcomenot 
only the forces of coupling with a substrate but also the forces ofattraction,for & > 0 
(when c < 0, repulsion promotes des01:ption and. we arrive at <'~la~sical" Langmuir 
isotherm) [2]. The feasibility of polymolecular ·adsorption . was mentioned by 
Langmuir. He and some oth~r authors attempted to obtain adsorbtion· isotherm in this 
case, as well. Most successful tum out Bruhauer, Emmett and Teller (1983) [4]. The 
BET isotherm is presently widylyused in interpreting experimental data ofthe 
processes with polymolecular adsorption; some. of them were 'mentioned earlier. In 
this paper we neglected the effects of interaction in an adsorbate and assumed that the 
energy of adsorption of the first mono layer and subsequent ones is constant. Later, we 
will take account of the interaction between adatoms within the mathematical BET 
scheme. 

We note that the BET isotherm will be given by the same expression but .with the 

renormalized parameters k, q. We will use the mathemati<,al BET, scheme proposed 
iri [3]. in order to derive :a f,ormula for the BET isotherm'. Consider adsorption of 
"uniform" molecules of almost the same size whose interaction is described by the 
van der Waals potential with similar parameters.· · · ' ' · · ··. , 

Let tis denote by 0 2 the part of surface covered by' a Iayefof inolectiles over which 
two molecules have been adsorbed thus forming a two-molecule layer (the 
corresponding substrate is the first monolay~r and the covered part of the surface); 
and by 0;, the part of surface covered by a layer i molecular thick. 

The total number of molecules adsorbed per 1 cm2 is given by the formula: 

,., 
a= a 0 Li0;, (9) 

i=l 

wherea0 is the number of molecules per 1 cm2 in the fillednionolayer. In equilibrium, 

all 0; are constant, and thus the uncovered part of the surface 0 0 is constant: 

0 0 =1- Loo 0;. (10) 
i=l 

Following the paper by Brunaner and Emmett [4], we carry out summation in (10) 

up to infinity. Later we discuss the case when the number_ of layers r, is ,lhnited. A 
situation like that occurs in capillaries, which is especially important for adsorption on 
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zeolites. The number ofmolecules got onto the uncovered surface 0 0 and adsorbed 

on (n0
0

) in dynamic equilibrium should be equal to the number of desorbed 

molecules va-00 1 : 

n00 =:= va-00 1 , v-• = r = ro exp(!;)· (11) 

In what follows we omit the tilda sign. Analogously, the fir~t monolayer is formed of 
molecules of the uncovered surface (n00.), molecules of the second layer 

corresponding to the surface part 0 2 -v1a 00i, v-1 
=1'1 =(r0 exp(/:lQ1 /RT)), and 

molecules desorbed from it va-00 1• Consequently, 

n00 +V10'00 2 =V0'00 2 +n01 ; n01 = V1a 00 2 • (12) 

Continuing this reasoning we have for an i-th layer 

n0i-l = V;_1a 00;, (
tiQ.) v;~. = exp RT · (13) 

The uniformity of molecules validates the assumption 

1'1 =1'2 = ••• =1';- (14) 

Introducing, like in [3], the parameterx = n r./ a O = n/ a OT~ ( exp(!lQ./ RT)) and 
summing up in (11) (it is explained in detail in [3]), we obtain the following 
expression for the total number of adsorbed particles in polymolecular adsorption: 

ka0 x 
a= 

(1 - X )(1 - X + kx) , 
k 1' t'o (/:lQ-/:lQ) 1'1 = - = -( exp 1 ) 

1'2 r~ RT . 
(15) 

Since x = nr
1
/a

0 
is dimensionless and n "'p, it is possible to write x = y • p; 

g = T~ = a
0 

= y
1 

= yljr-1 exp-(tiQJRT); q is of the dimension of pressure, and the 

quantities (15) are defined by the following formulae: 

x= p 
q' 

When the pressure p is reached at which 

N 
r= ✓21CRMT (16) 
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" , ( ilQ ) ~1TRM (6Q ) P =q=iexp· -. - 1 =a --exp - 1 

y · RT · 0 N 2 RT '. 
(17) 

then x = 1; nq are values n corresponding to the pressure p = q such that nq , 1 = a O • 

A divergence in (15) arises at p ➔ q because when summing we assumed that an 
infinite number oflayers is adsorbed (at which pressures q this occurs and what is the 
real situation here, will briefly be discussed in what follows). On real surfaces, 
especially, when there are pores,,the number of layers is limited: The evolution of 
formula (15) at q = p 0 , where Po is the pressure of saturated vapors of an adsorbed 

substance with which q was identified in the· original paper [7, 8], pf p 0 « l; 

q * p 0 , q >> Po, will be discussed in a subsequent note. 

Inserting x = pf q into ( 15), we have 

kp k(plq) 
a=a0 =a0 

(q - p)[l + (k-lpl q)] (1- pl q)[l + (k-l)pl q] 

Here, like in the BET isotherm, there are three parameters: 

(YO; k = !.... = '~ exp( L1Q- L1Q. ) . 
'1 •1 RT ' ( 

6Q·) _ c:Yo • ✓21TRMTexp - RT · q- N. 

Naturally, we can introduce a "common" covering 

0 =~= kx = k(p/q) , 
a 0 (1-x){l-x+kx) (1-pfq)[l+(k-l)p/q] 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

which is in molecular adsorption larger than unity. If the number oflayers is restricted 
to the level r, , we can introduce a multilayer covering in polymolecular adsorption: 

0 a 
0 p = - = - , o ~ 0 p ~ 1. (21) 

r c:Yo_ 

If k, q are renormalized by the interaction in an adsorbate, then o'0 can be 
estimated from sizes of molecules and the '!area" of adsorption:centers in a "fixed" 
adsorption. This is more or less feasible for chemisorption (repulsion) for covering 
0 < l. However, with increasing temperature, say, in measuring on an isostere, at half 
coverings 0 = 1/2 (diffraction of hydrogen slow electrons on tungsten H 2 ➔ 2[H]w) 

at T = 537°C, there occurs the transition "order-disorder" and the adsorption layer 
becomes mobile [1 O]. It is still more complicated to make that estimation for physical 
adsorption; as a rule a cannot be estimated from adsorption data even for sufficiently 
"smooth" surfaces and shears. Thoroughly polished surfaces possess ledges of about 
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0.1 µ (104 mm). To determine a specific surface, when pores, especially narrow 
pores ( d ~ 1 0A ), are present, is a complicated problem [5]. Since we measure the 
volume of an adsorbed substance and the number of adsorbed molecules a • S (S is 
the specific .surface [3, 5]), tµen, introducing the notation V, =a· S and Vm = a O • S, 
which is the volume of an adsorbed gas when the whol~ surface of an adsorbent is 
covered by a monolayer, we obtain instead of (18) the following formula: 

V = kvm pfq . . 
(1- pf q)[l + (k-l)pf q] 

(22) 

Now we will not discuss (22) at different ratios of p and q when it is necessary to 

employ also realistic values of 6Q=N,1& 0i, 6Q1 ':"zN,1&10 2 , or alternatively, 

confinement times ,, , 1 , rather, we will consider the case when (22) results in the 

Langmuir isotherm. 

• When x = pfq = (n/a~),~ exp(6.f RT)« 1, formula (22) transforms into the 
equation .• . . . 

kx y 1 K"pexpp Ze 0 
0 =--=--rp----=-----

l +kx a 0 l+(y/a0 )-rp l+Kuexpp Ze 0' 
(6') 

which coincides with (6). We took advantage of the equality kx = ,fu0 -rp ((15)-(17)). 
At e = 0, formula (17) gives the classical Langmuir isotherm· (3). If we identify q 

with the pressure of saturated vapor p 0 , which is often assumed for the BET isotherm 
[3,5], the Langmuir isotherm describes an open adsorbate-adsorbent system of 

polymolecular adsorption at small pf Po . 
It is somewhat unexpected that fomiula (18) transforms into the Langmuir isotherm 

for q >> p, as well. Having the above relation between , and , 1 at hand, we will 
discuss that saturated vapor of a hypothetical polymolecular layer that would be 
generated at sufficiently high pressures. Till q is reached, the pressure p 0 is set and 
either in an adsorbate or in a near-adsorption layer, condensation takes place. The 
adsorption layer is limited and condensation does not provoke adsorption. 

Indeed, when q >> p, we obtain 

kpq kpq (k/q)p (r rfro)P 
---"--=--- ➔ ---';...:__- --'---'--'~-=----
(q-p)(q-p+kp) q(q+kp) O+k(p/q)) .l+(r r/r0 )p' 

. ( 6") 

which coincides with (6), ( 6' ). 
For illustration, we cite the value of q, when the surface limits the volume of a 

near-surface gas that is condensed in its neighborhood. Since a o/y = 1 o-6 
, then 
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q ;;:: 104 atm · exp ~Q1 / RT and (6) holds valid. If interaction is neglected, q » Po 

changes into the equality (T ) 0 >> T1 : the heat of evaporation of a liquid should be 

large as compared to the time of molecules on . the surface of the first 
(monomolecular) layer. As a result, up to high p/ Po there occurs monomolecular 
adsorption, whereas polymolecular adsorption is absent. The role of interaction in this 
case will be discussed elsewhere. 

So, when q > p 0 , the number of adsorbed layers (;) which are formed at p = Po is 
limited. It is also limited for the case of adsorption in capillaries, which is highly 
important for zeolites [2). Brummer, Emmett and Teller, having considered adsorption 
in a capillary space limited by flat-parallel walls, derived the following formula: 

V = Vmkx[l-(rH)x' +rx'+1
] 

. . o..:..x)[l+(k-l)x-kx'+1]° 
(23) 

Here the number of adsorbed layers on every wall equals r; all the quantities, 
Vm, k, x, were introduced in the above consideration. At r = 1, we naturally odtain 

the Langmuir isotherm: 

V- Vmkx 
l+kx. 

(24) 

' The data by Kemball [11) for adsorption of acetone on mercury lead to the 
conclusion on its polymolecular nature and this is described by an isotherm like that 
drawn in Fig. I. 

The isotherm of adsorption of.acetone on mercury [11 ). At p / Po = I the fourth 
polymolecular layer appears. Note that many isotherms of adsorption of hydrocarbons 
on zeolites behave in a similar manner [2) with the only difference that the Langmuir 
part, the convexity towards the axis u; extends up to p/ p 0 = 1 (dotted line). 

Note also that ifwe pass from CT and CT0 to V and Vm, formula (5)is modified as 
follows: , 

Zc NA = q( v - v m)..:. q * v ➔ 0. (5') 

We made use of the simplest approximation of self-consistent field and exact 
system of equations for correlation functions obtained for the Hamiltonian (4) in [12, 
6e, f]. Approximations including correlation effects were proposed in [12); they can 
also be employed in problems of polymolecular adsorption, which will be carried out 
in a subsequent study. 
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